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Abstract. The majority of Arabic Education Study Programs in Indonesia have not implemented the MBKM curriculum and still need practical examples of how to apply it. Implementation of MBKM curriculum in this study program in order to improve human resources to face the era of disruption and to prepare future generations that are responsive to the challenges of the era of society 5.0. This research is a qualitative descriptive study with curriculum object of the Arabic language education study program. The author collect data relevant to MBKM and analyzing the reading materials that have been obtained, and concluding the main topic regarding the implementation of MBKM curriculum. The results of this study indicate that the implementation of MBKM is related to the era of society 5.0. The capabilities that must be possessed are creativity and innovation so that they become strong, skilled, and tenacious human resources. MBKM curriculum design in Arabic language education includes planning, learning process, assessment, and learning evaluation. The implementation of MBKM in this program is carried out with careful planning that is able to improve the quality of Indonesian Arabic language education and can prepare outstanding graduates who are able to compete globally.
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1 Introduction

The curriculum is identical to education because the curriculum is the “spirit” of education. The spirit of education must be evaluated innovatively, dynamically, and periodically by the times, science and technology, and competencies needed by the community and graduate users. The rapid development of science and technology requires curriculum changes. The higher education curriculum in Indonesia for six years based on the Higher Education Standards (SN-Dikti) has changed. Challenges faced by universities in curriculum development – especially in the Industrial 4.0 era to produce graduates with new literacy skills, namely data literacy, technological literacy, and a human literacy, that pivot to a noble character [1]. One of the efforts to answer this challenge is the birth of a right-to-learn policy for students outside the study program (Permendikbud Number 3 of 2020 concerning Higher Education Standards) [2]. The spirit of MBKM is
to encourage students to master various sciences that are useful for entering the world of work and to provide opportunities for students to determine the courses to be taken. This policy also aims to increase link and match with the business world and industry, as well as to prepare students for the world of work.

The policy for implementing MBKM by the Ministry of Education and Culture is a brilliant effort to prepare students to face social, cultural, and work changes and rapid technological advances [3]. The Industrial Era 4.0 and the era of society 5.0 require the nation’s successors to have interdisciplinary skills and competencies for current needs [4]. Study programs must be able to provide contextual field experiences that will improve student competencies as a whole, be ready to work, or create new jobs after they graduate from college. Study programs are required to produce graduates who are in line with the times, advances in science and technology, the demands of the business and industrial world, as well as the dynamics of society. Future life requires hard and soft skills [5].

There have been many discussions about the MBKM curriculum, including D. Sopiansyah et al. [6]. He stated that implementing the MBKM policy encourages the learning process in higher education to become more independent and flexible. Baharuddin [7] examines the model of curriculum development for study programs and the implementation of MBKM activity programs that allow students to study outside their original study program. According to Dzikria [8], the curriculum development process is centered not only on the subject of science and problem solving, but also on students who are given the opportunity to develop themselves through MBKM. Respondents regarding the implementation of independent campus activities carried out by Suastika et al. [9]. Showed that they were satisfied with the MBKM programs. The results of research by Khalik et al. [10] show that curriculum adjustment is one of the obstacles to implementing the MBKM curriculum.

Many studies related to the implementation of MBKM have been carried out. However, researchers still rarely find research results associated with implementing the MBKM curriculum in the PBA study program. There is one MBKM study in the PBA study program, namely RA. Rahman [11] highlighted the UNSIQ Wonosobo PBA curriculum. This is because this curriculum has not been implemented except in a small number of PBA study programs. Based on this fact, this research becomes urgent to be handled immediately to help accelerate the implementation of MBKM in the Indonesian PBA study program.

1.1 MBKM Curriculum

The curriculum with a global perspective is a curriculum that contains global insights by inviting students to think globally to be able to explore as much information as possible for the development of skills needed in the 21st century, some of the skills required for the 21st century, namely: 1) innovation skills, 2) technology and information skills, 3) life skills and entrepreneurship. To develop these skills, a curriculum model is needed that can spur educators to excel because the success of the curriculum depends on the teacher as curriculum implementer through an effective and efficient learning process [12].
John Dewey’s flow of progressivism aligns with the concept of independent learning, where both offer freedom to educational institutions and students for the freedom to think, argue, and explore various information to develop their creativity. It is hoped that education in Indonesia will improve quality with liberty and this freedom. Research results [13], independent learning is essentially made to provide an understanding of stakeholders’ policies, and policy implementers bring learning outcomes that are not always measured by the number of values students can obtain. However, with an assessment of attitudes, skills, creativity, innovation, independence, and resulting competencies. Accreditation is not a benchmark for institutions to equip quality graduates. Then it’s free to learn and designed to measure graduate abilities. This is in line with the emergence of society 5.0, the impact of the rapid industrial revolution 4.0, which affects the conventional industrial order and becomes all digital. Then education, too, has to adjust and adjust along with current development [14].

2 Method

This research is a qualitative descriptive study with curriculum object of the Arabic language education study program. Literature research is obtained from several sources; documents, books, articles, and observations of online literature. Data analysis was carried out by data reduction, presentation, and withdrawal [15]. The data analysis technique was carried out to meet the criteria of validity, practicality, and effectiveness. The results and conclusions obtained from the data analysis are about the achievement of MBKM implementation in the PBA Study Program during the implementation of MBKM implementation.

3 Result and Discussion

The results of this study indicate that the implementation of MBKM is related to the era of society 5.0. The capabilities that must be possessed are creativity and innovation so that they become strong, skilled, and tenacious human resources. MBKM curriculum design in Arabic language education includes planning, learning process, assessment, and learning evaluation. The explanation of each implementation stage is explained as follows:

3.1 Planning

In planning the implementation of the MBKM curriculum, it is necessary to have an MBKM curriculum guidebook. The curriculum makers of the PBA Study Program, according to the mandate of the SN-DIKTI, need to refer to the MBKM-based curriculum preparation guidelines that have been set by the Ministry of Education and Culture [17]. Based on the results of the literature study, several things must exist in the preparation of the MBKM curriculum, namely 1) curriculum foundation, 2) vision, mission, objectives, and study program strategies, 3) curriculum evaluation & tracer study results, 4) graduate profile & formulation graduate learning outcomes (CPL), 5) determination of study
materials, 6) formation of courses and determination of credit weights, 7) structure of courses in the study program curriculum, 8) list of course distributions for each semester, 9) semester learning plans (RPS), 10) learning assessment, 11) implementation of student learning rights for a maximum of 3 semesters. The planning for the lecture process is embodied in the RPS. An effective learning process is carried out using group discussion methods, simulations, case studies, collaborative, cooperative, project-based, problem-based, or other methods. Study programs must prepare a flexible and adaptive curriculum.

The realization of this educational goal is embodied in the policy of the Minister of Education and Culture Nadiem Anwar Makarim in the application of “Freedom of Learning and Independent Campus (MBKM).” According to Pangruruk et al. [16], MBKM is one of the programs to accelerate the transformation of higher education in Indonesia. MBKM is expected to provide contextual field experiences that will improve student competencies and be ready to work or create new jobs [17]. In addition, this program helps universities to form productive, creative, and innovative characters [18].

### 3.2 Learning Process

The Study Program is expected to be able to: 1) Create a technical guide for MBKM by referring to the MBKM Regulations; 2) Establish curriculum guidelines and guidelines for MBKM through technical explanations of MBKM activities inside and outside the study program; 3) Create cooperation documents (MoU/SPK) with partner institutions; 4) Develop a package of MBKM activities according to the curriculum to fulfill student learning rights outside universities; 5) Facilitating students who will take cross study programs inside and outside campus; 6) Offering courses that students can take outside the study program and outside campus along with the requirements; 7) Conducting equivalence of courses in the curriculum with learning activities outside the study program and campus; 8) Prepare and facilitate the implementation of online learning to fulfill the independent learning package [19].

Implementing the MBKM curriculum is of utmost importance because it involves partners to achieve learning outcomes in higher education. There are several aspects of program implementation include implementing 8 Forms of Learning Activities (BKP), namely Internships/Industrial Practices, Village Projects, Student Exchanges, Research/Research, Entrepreneurship, Independent Studies/Projects, Humanitarian Projects, and Teaching in Schools [20]. Quoted from the MBKM guidebook by Directorate General of Higher Education, Ministry of Education and Culture, that MBKM refer to the Minister of Education and Culture Regulation No. 3 of 2020, which includes eight programs as follows:

Several forms of learning activities that can be carried out within the framework of a learning exchange are as follows: 1) Student Exchange between Study Programs at the same Higher Education. Students can take forms of learning that support the fulfillment of learning outcomes, both those already contained in the curriculum structure of study programs and curriculum development to enrich graduate learning outcomes which can be in the form of elective courses, 2) Exchange Students in the same Study Program at different Universities, 3) Student Exchange between Study Programs at other Universities. Forms of learning that can be taken by students at various universities to
support the fulfillment of good learning outcomes that have been stated in the curriculum structure of the study program.

**Internship/work practice.** Forms of learning activities in the world of work which include; the industrial world, business world, and the world of work carried out for 1–2 semesters (equivalent to 20–40 credits) in collaboration with universities or study programs with the aim that students gain hard skills (skills, complex problem solving, analytical skills, etc.), as well as soft skills (professional/work ethics, communication, cooperation, etc.). In teaching assistance, students in academic units such as elementary, middle, and high schools carry out learning activities as teaching assistants. Teaching practice places can be located in urban or remote areas for 1–2 semesters (equivalent to 20–40 credits).

**Research.** Students carry out learning activities in the form of Research/Research at research institutions to build students’ knowledge in doing research better. Humanity project, students carry out learning activities in the form of humanitarian projects by joining social activities to develop humanitarian activities independently. Entrepreneurial activities, students carry out learning activities in the form of entrepreneurial activities by creating business activities in the form of products or services through a planned and programmed analysis of market needs and opportunities.

**Independent study/project.** Students carry out learning activities in the form of studies/projects to realize great works contested at national and international levels or works through innovative ideas. Building a thematic real work village learning activities in the form of building villages/thematic real work lectures by students develop businesses they already have following a form of education by providing learning experiences for students to live in the community outside the campus and directly with the community to identify potentials and deal with problems so hopefully, it can.

In addition, lecturers also have a role in implementing this MBKM program. Among the functions performed by lecturers is 1) Academic Advisor Lecturers provide direction to prospective MBKM participants according to their prospects and interests; 2) PA lecturers approve or not prospective students participating in MBKM or not; 3) Field Assistant Lecturers carry out their duties according to technical guidelines issued by the PBA study program; 4) DPL lecturers guide MBKM participating students by the MBKM program taken [21].

### 3.3 Assessment

In the process of implementing MBKM, the program “right to study for three semesters outside the study program,” the study program has a formal mechanism to evaluate and monitor students periodically. To ensure the program’s quality, monitoring and evaluation are carried out starting from the preparation, implementation, and assessment stages [22]. Assessment is a series of activities to improve the quality, performance, and productivity of implementing this program. In addition, judgment can be made on the value or implications of the program results through evaluation. Furthermore, this program is used to improve student competence.

In line with the principles of the assessment, the aspects assessed in the implementation of the MBKM policy, the program “right to learn three semesters outside the study program,” are at least 1) attendance during debriefing and implementation; 2) discipline
and responsibility in carrying out tasks; 3) attitude; 4) ability to carry out tasks; and 5) the ability to make reports. The assessment uses observation (personality and social) as the primary technique [23].

3.4 Learning Evaluation

Along with implementing the MBKM policy in universities, on the one hand, some problems were found in the field, indicating that students do not have much flexibility to take classes outside their study programs and campus [24]. While on the other hand, the independent campus program is following the demands of competencies that must be mastered by 21st-century education output and in the current era of the industrial revolution 4.0, in the 21st century, namely; learning skills (critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, and communication), literacy skills (information, media, and technology), and life skills (flexibility, leadership, initiative, productivity, and socializing) [25]. Therefore, the implementation of the MBKM policy needs to be analyzed at the tertiary level to see the reality of implementation and the problems that arise because every policy needs to be translated correctly by looking at the situation and condition of each education provider.

The factors that support this activity include the following; (1) The existence of MBKM Guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education and Culture; (2) Many virtual activities are carried out online through this MBKM program; (3) Bridging communication between universities to establish cooperation through MoUs; (4) The existence of cooperation between Partners and Study Programs to implement MBKM; (5) This program can be a partial replacement for introductory character development courses (MDPK) or a partial replacement for introductory educational science courses (MDKP) or a substitute for majors, faculties, and higher education courses; (6) This program has prepared lecturers, administrative staff in departments, faculties,

The factors that hinder this activity are as follows; (1) lack of complete preparation to implement the MBKM program; (2) Some students do not understand the flow of the MBKM program; (3) Lack of a detailed program planning and implementation system because this program is still in the development stage, (4) The schedule for determining the MBKM program clashes with university activities such as lectures and field training practices (PPL), (5) time constraints due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 19 and post-pandemic, (6) the placement location for MBKM implementation is not in accordance with the student area, even far from the location of the university or the student’s place of origin, (7) unclear administrative arrangements, (8) limited facilities for establishing the MBKM program, (9) several students join the MBKM program, of the various advantages and disadvantages, there are always evaluations held by various related parties to improve the MBKM program for the future, especially the MBKM program regulated by the PBA Study Program.

4 Conclusion

The lecture system for study programs at universities, especially Arabic language education programs in Indonesia before the launch of the MBKM policy, used the learning
credit system, which includes; 1) university courses, 2) faculty courses, 3) study programs, and 4) specialization courses. In each category, several courses are spread out each semester, and students can only comply with those determined by the department and carried out in class. That students lack the freedom to develop soft skills and hard skills following the times’ needs.

Right to learn three semesters outside the study program” to improve graduate competencies, both soft skills and hard skills that are relevant to the needs of the times and facilitate students to develop their potential according to their passions and talents. The right to study for three semesters outside of the study program includes eight forms of activities offered, namely; 1) Student Exchange, 2) Internships/Work Practices, 3) Teaching Assistance in Education Units, 4) Research/Research, 5) Humanitarian Projects, 6) Entrepreneurial Activities, 7) Independent Studies/Projects, and 8) Building Villages/Lectures Thematic Real Work.

Therefore, this article describes the implementation of MBKM and the form of MBKM activities in the Arabic Language Education Study Program in Indonesia, which are divided into four categories: planning, learning process, assessment, and evaluation of MBKM activities in the PBA Study Program in Indonesia. The results of this study indicate that the implementation of MBKM is related to the era of society 5.0. The capabilities that must be possessed are creativity and innovation so that they become strong, skilled, and tenacious human resources. The implementation of MBKM in this program is carried out with careful planning that is able to improve the quality of Indonesian Arabic language education and can prepare outstanding graduates who are able to compete globally.
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